Who is Funding Whom?
Executive Summary:
•
•
•
•

China owns $1.2 Trillion of U.S. Treasuries
China companies traded on U.S. exchanges are valued at $4.7 trillion
Neither country would appear to benefit from a funding war.
Solution to trade war is critical to our long term bull market thesis.

We constantly hear that China is funding the U.S. deficet by puchasing over $1.2T of treasury debt.
What is not talked about is the fact that the U.S. is funding Chinese companies. As of the end of April
2019, the market capitalization of U.S. listed China stocks was $4.7 Trillion. The risk is that China stops
buying our debt or sells our treasuries off. However, would China risk having their corporate funding
source cut off. So who is funding whom? It would appear that funding is a stalemate and would be best
for China and U.S. to find a trade solution.
Exhibit 1. Who is funding whom?
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Granted that China’s investment into U.S. treasuries is from their central bank. These excess reserves
are driven from their attractive trade surplus position. As of 2019 China was reported to have
$3.1Trillion in foreign reserves, approximately one-third invested in U.S. Treasuries. I am sure that China

could find other sources for their investment but how many are as safe and liquid as the U.S.?
According to MarketWatch, see exhibit 2, the U.S. is one the highest yielding 10 year bonds available
from a high credit quality country. Of the countries with AA credit quality or better only the United Arab
Emirates has a higher yield at 2.75% vs 2.39% for the U.S. Singapore at AAA also has an attractive yield
at 2.15%.
Exhibit 2. Country Yields on 10 Yr Debt or equivalent

YIELD
India 10 yr Govt Bond BBB-

7.37%

Italy 10 Year Government Bond BBB

2.67%

Portugal 10 Year Government Bond BBB

1.05%

Philippines 10 Year Government Bond BBB+

5.77%

Spain 10 Year Government Bond A-

0.87%

China 10 Year Government Bond A+
Japan 10 Year Government Bond
A+
-0.06%

3.30%
-0.06%

U.A.E. AA

2.75%

Korea 10 Year Government Bond AA

1.84%

New Zealand 10 Year Government Bond AA

1.80%

U.K. 10 Year Gilt AA

1.04%

Belgium 10 Year Government Bond AA

0.39%

France 10 Year Government Bond AA

0.29%

U.S. 10 Year Treasury Note AA+

2.39%

Austria 10 Year Bond AA+

0.21%

Singapore AAA

2.15%

Canada 10 Year Bond AAA

1.69%

Australia 10 Year Government Bond AAA

1.65%

Norway AAA

1.62%

Netherlands 10 Year Government Bond AAA

0.09%

Sweden 10 Year Government Bond AAA

0.03%

Denmark AAA

0.00%

Germany 9 Year Government Bond AAA -0.21%
Switzerland AAA

-0.48%
-1.00%

0.00%

1.00%

2.00%

3.00%

4.00%

5.00%

6.00%

7.00%

8.00%

Source: Market Watch
If China starts selling off massive amounts of U.S. Treasury , the dollar would most likely depreciate.
China’s Yuan would most likely appreciate causing the cost of their goods to increase and become more

expensive for their trading partners. China could take the sale proceeds of U.S. treasuries and invest it
back into local projects to reduce the impact to its econmomy or it could incur a dramatic devaluation to
stay competitive. None of the options appear appealing but in economic wars I don’t believe rational
actions are the expected.
The difference for the U.S. is that stock investment in Chinese firms is investor led not government
initiated. U.S. investor’s want access to Chinese companies that will most likely be the major
beneficiaries of their 1.7 billion population’s purchase of goods and services. In addition, our firms want
access to the Chinese economy as it is expected to become the largest in the world as the standard of
living improves over time.
The failure to fund each others needs is not a suitable solution. Nearterm, China’s sale of U.S. treasuries
would have an immediate impact to U.S. markets. However, longterm the loss of high tech components,
equity capital and a key market would also negatively impact China. The most likely outcome would be
a global recession.
China’s current holdings of US Treasuries is down $60 billion in the last couple of months. Supposedly,
China is selling some treasuries to use the proceeds to support its currency. However, holdings are
down $180 billion from their all time high. The impact to our ibnterest rates to date has been minimal
as no one is questioning our economies viability.
We continue to view the tariff war as the largest risk to our long-term bull outlook.
Exhibit 3. China, U.S. Treasury Holdings ($Bils)
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Source: U.S. Treasury

Disclosures
Quantitative Investment Decisions, LLC (“QID”) claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards
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Exchange Traded Funds (ETF) as markets are rising and scales to cash as markets weaken using a trading algorithm. Their
objective is capital appreciation. The portfolios represent United States markets, international markets, United States fixedincome markets and a blend of commodities and REITs that constitute the alternative investments strategy. The charts above
show the total return, including reinvestment of all dividends. Returns are shown net (NR) of management fees and transaction
fees for the composite account of the portfolios. The U.S. dollar is the currency used to express performance. QID claims
compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). QID has been independently verified and its
composites receive a quarterly performance examination by Ashland Partners & Company, LLP. From April 30, 2012 through
December 31, 2015 the performance shown is that of a composite of client accounts according to the dictates of the
Program. The quantitative engine providing strategy signals was enhanced effective April 1, 2014. The portfolio weighting
scheme was also enhanced effective September 1, 2014.
Benchmarks are used for comparison purposes to correlate to each portfolio. The returns for the indexes shown include
dividend reinvestment. Individual client accounts may have experienced investment results during the corresponding time
periods that were materially different from those of the composite returns. Performance data shown is past performance.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investments are subject to risk, and any of QID’s investment strategies
may lose money. QID’s actively managed portfolios may underperform in bull or bear markets. The investment strategy
presented is not appropriate for every investor and individual clients should review the terms, conditions and risk involved
with specific products or services. The portfolio is constructed with Exchange Traded Funds that seek investment results that,
before expenses, generally correspond to the price and yield of a particular index. There is no guarantee that the price and
yield performance of the index can be fully matched. ETFs are subject to risks similar to those of stocks.
Risks
No investment strategy or risk management technique can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any market environment.
Asset allocation, nor diversification, does not guarantee a profit or protect against loss. Investment returns may fluctuate and
are subject to market volatility, so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed or sold, may be worth more or less than their
original cost. All investments include a risk of loss that clients should be prepared to endure. Quantitative Investment
Decision’s actively managed portfolio may underperform in bull or bear markets.

